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PHYSICAL EDUCATION LESSON 
OBSTACLE COURSE 

 
EQUIPMENT: 8 hoops, vertical ladder, chin-up bar, 4 jump ropes, 3 scooters, balance beam, tunnel, horizontal 
ladder, beanbag launcher, 2 cones, 2 plastic hurdles, 3 metal hurdles, and standard 
 
FOCUS: Cardiovascular endurance, strength, balance, flexibility, and coordination 
 
ACTIVITY: (15-18 min.) 
Organization: I will line the students up at the starting line of the obstacle course. I will explain to the students 
how the flow of the obstacle course will go and that once they finish one station they will move on to the next 
station in the same order.  I will explain that once they complete the last station they will move back to the end 
of the line and began again.  
 
Obstacle Course: 
1. Run: The student will start at the starting line and run to the second station, they will also have to jump two 

hurdles on the way. 
2. Hoop Hoppin: “Tire agility run” Make two rows of four hoops each and make sure all hoops are touching.  

Students must move through the hoops using only one foot to land in each hoop.  
3. Vertical Ladder: The students will climb the ladder. 
4. Chin-up Bar: The students do one pull-up or do a flex arm hang for five seconds. 
5. Scooter-Slide: The students either sit or lay on the scooter and push themselves under the hurdles and 

around the cones and back to the starting line. 
6. Climbing Standard: Have students climb up the standard.  If students cannot climb, have them hang with 

their feet off the floor for 5 seconds. 
7. Tunnel: The students will crawl through the tunnel 
8. Balance Beam: The students will walk across the balance beam. 
9. Horizontal Ladder: The students will move across the horizontal ladder. 
10. Tootie Launcher: Place the wiffle ball on the launcher.  The students will step on the launcher and catch 

the propelled wiffle ball.  
11. Rope Jumping: Students will jump rope 5-15 times.   
12. Stretch Station: Students will do various stretching exercises while waiting in line to begin the course 

again.  


